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By Lukas Feiler and Holger Lutz, of Baker & McKenzie.
There are numerous ‘‘data disposal laws’’ in the United
States that expressly address the question of how to securely dispose of personal data. In the European
Union, the issue has, so far, not received the same level
of attention.
In Austria, the issue of secure data disposal is discussed
more broadly only since August 2014, when it was publicly reported that the Regional Criminal Court Vienna
regularly disposed of paper copies of court ﬁles concerning ongoing proceedings in publicly accessible
dumpsters.1 This allowed a blogger to obtain, and subsequently report about,2 the contents of numerous
ﬁles from ongoing criminal proceedings using ‘‘dumpster diving.’’3
Incidents are also regularly reported where private corporations or government authorities sold their old
computer hardware (e.g., via eBay) without having
properly deleted the personal data stored on such
hardware.4 For example, in September 2014 it was reported that the hard disk of an Austrian doctor’s ofﬁce
containing unencrypted patient data was sold on
eBay.5

This Special Report examines the extent to which the
implementation of security measures during the data
disposal process is required under the EU Data Protection Directive, Austrian law and German law. The Special Report concludes with a comparative analysis of
U.S. law.

Mandatory Data Disposal under the EU Data
Protection Directive
The EU Data Protection Directive6 (hereinafter ‘‘EU
DPD’’) does not expressly contain any data disposal requirements. However, it has to be considered that the
erasure or destruction of personal data as well as the
dissemination or otherwise making available of personal data constitutes a form of processing under Article 2(b) EU DPD7 and therefore falls within the
scope of the EU DPD. Moreover, Article 17 EU DPD
provides that ‘‘the controller must implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal data against . . . unauthorized disclosure
or access.’’ In order to avoid unlawfully making available personal data and to comply with the requirements under Article 17 EU DPD, it is necessary to
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implement appropriate security measures for the disposal of personal data.8

Data Disposal Requirements under Austrian
Law
Data Protection Law

The EU Data Protection Directive does not expressly
contain any data disposal requirements. However,
in order to avoid unlawfully making available
personal data and to comply with the requirements
under Article 17 of the Directive, it is necessary
to implement appropriate security measures for the
disposal of personal data.

This applies to the extent that the processing in question falls within the material scope of application of the
EU DPD which is deﬁned in Article 3 EU DPD. Speciﬁcally, the EU DPD applies to the processing of personal
data if 1) the processing is at least partly automated or
2) the data forms or is intended to form part of a ‘‘ﬁling
system.’’9
To determine whether the EU DPD applies to the disposal of manually processed data (i.e., paper documents
of any kind), it is essential to determine whether such
data is (or is intended to be) part of a ﬁling system. A
ﬁling system is deﬁned as ‘‘any structured set of personal
data which are accessible according to speciﬁc criteria,
whether centralized, decentralized or dispersed on a
functional or geographical basis.’’10
Recital 27 EU DPD further explains that the deﬁnition
of a ﬁling system requires that its content is ‘‘structured
according to speciﬁc criteria relating to individuals allowing easy access to the personal data.’’ The legislative
history provides that this structuring and access criteria
must have ‘‘the ‘object or effect’ of facilitating the use or
comparison of data.’’11 However, instead of providing
further guidance on the exact requirements of such criteria, Recital 27 EU DPD provides that ‘‘different criteria for determining the constituents of a structured set
of personal data, and the different criteria governing access to such a set, may be laid down by each EU Member State,’’ thereby giving EU Member States the power
to deﬁne the exact limits of the EU DPD’s material
scope of application as regards the manual processing of
personal data.12
Whether manual ﬁles such as 1) those commonly produced by courts and administrative authorities as part of
a judicial or administrative proceeding or 2) employee
ﬁles fall within the scope of data protection law is therefore up to each EU Member State to decide. So, too, is
the question whether there are any data disposal requirements for such manual ﬁles. Recital 27 reﬂects this
legal uncertainty by stating that ‘‘ﬁles or sets of ﬁles as
well as their cover pages, which are not structured according
to specific criteria, shall under no circumstances fall within
the scope of this Directive.’’13
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The material scope of application of the federal Austrian Data Protection Act 200014 (hereinafter ‘‘Austrian
DPA’’) covers 1) the protection of personal data that is
automatically processed15 and 2) manually processed
structured sets of personal data which are accessible according to at least one speciﬁc criterion (‘‘manual ﬁling
systems’’ as deﬁned in § 4(6) Austrian DPA) if they exist
for such purposes and ﬁelds where the Austrian federal
government has the power to pass laws (§§ 4(6), 58 Austrian DPA).16
Pursuant to the catch-all clause of Article 15(1) of the
Austrian Constitution,17 all legislative competences not
allocated otherwise rest with the nine Austrian provinces
(Länder). This applies to 1) the protection of manually
processed data that is not part of a ﬁling system and 2)
the protection of manual ﬁling systems to the extent
that they exist for such purposes and ﬁelds where the
Austrian Länder have the power to pass laws.18
Given that the protection of only manual ﬁling systems
— but not of any other manually processed data — was
mandatory to implement under the EU DPD,19 all
Länder have adopted data protection acts that are limited to manual ﬁling systems.20
Manually processed data that is either 1) not structured
or 2) not accessible according to at least one speciﬁc criterion is therefore not covered by any Austrian data protection statute.21 The Austrian Supreme Court,22 the
Austrian Administrative Court,23 the Austrian Constitutional Court,24 and the Austrian Data Protection Authority25 have all held that regular paper ﬁles — for example, court ﬁles or personnel ﬁles — are not a ‘‘ﬁling
system’’ and are therefore not subject to the Austrian
DPA or to the data protection acts of the Länder.
An interim ﬁnding therefore is that the disposal of individual paper ﬁles or paper documents from such ﬁles is
not subject to any requirements under Austrian data
protection law.
In the following, the mandatory data disposal security
measures that apply to all other types of personal data
and are required under the Austrian DPA or the data
protection acts of the Länder will be examined. These
requirements under the Austrian DPA and the laws of
the Länder are, in effect, identical, because all data protection laws of the Länder either refer to the Austrian
DPA as regards at least data security requirements or reproduce the Austrian DPA’s relevant provisions verbatim.26
§ 14(1) Austrian DPA requires the implementation of
data security measures. These measures have to ensure
inter alia that ‘‘the data . . . are not accessible to unauthorized persons.’’27 To determine the necessary level of
security, it ﬁrst has to be considered what kind of data is
used and to what extent and for which purposes the use
is performed. This ﬁrst element therefore refers to the
risk associated with the data use. Secondly, the state of
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technical possibilities and, thirdly, the economic justiﬁability have to be taken into account.
Moreover, even though the non-exhaustive list of mandatory security measures provided by § 14(2) Austrian
DPA does not expressly refer to data disposal issues, it
does nonetheless contain two requirements related to
physical access control: Pursuant to § 14(2)(5) Austrian
DPA, ‘‘the protection of storage media against access
and use by unauthorized persons is to be regulated.’’
Moreover, § 14(2)(6) Austrian DPA requires that ‘‘every
device is . . . secured against unauthorized operation by
taking precautions for the machines and programs
used.’’28 This makes clear that, at least for electronically
processed data (the statute refers to ‘‘storage media’’
and ‘‘machines’’), measures to secure the data disposal
process are generally mandatory.
However, to determine the speciﬁc measures to be
implemented in a given scenario, a risk-based approach
has to be adopted.
On one end of the spectrum are legitimately published
data and indirectly personal data which, if compromised
during the disposal process, do not result in any practically relevant risks.29 Legitimately published data are already available to the general public, and indirectly personal data (as deﬁned in § 4(1) Austrian DPA) relate to
the data subject in such a manner that the data recipients cannot establish the identity of the data subject by
legal means. Therefore, in these cases (e.g., copies of
publicly available documents), there is generally no obligation to implement any measures to secure the data
disposal process.
At the other end of the spectrum is sensitive data30
which, if compromised, can result in very signiﬁcant
risks for the data subject. When disposing of a manual
ﬁling system or parts thereof, it is therefore generally required to shred or burn the documents. As regards electronic sensitive data, degaussing or physical destruction
of the data carrier or the overwriting of data should be
considered as primary disposal methods.31
To dispose of data by overwriting it, special-purpose software should be used that overwrites the data in question
multiple times using different data sets.32 Although
such multi-pass overwriting is still considered as state of
the art by many,33 it is, indeed, possible to restore data
disposed of in such manner if sufﬁcient resources are
put to the task. For that reason, U.S. Department of Defense standard DoD 5220.22-M,34 which is often cited as
a guideline for disposing of data by overwriting it,35 was
supplemented as early as 2007 to require the use of
more secure disposal methods.36 If the sensitive data in
question is associated with a particularly high risk, the
overwriting of data should therefore not be considered
sufﬁcient.
The simple deletion of an electronic ﬁle containing sensitive data is not adequate in any case, because the deletion of the ﬁle results only in the removal of the reference to the data carrier’s physical storage areas in which
the ﬁle contents are held. Thus, the content of the ﬁle
(the sensitive data) remains fully intact and can be restored easily with special-purpose software.37
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Austrian data protection law requires the
implementation of risk-based security measures for
the disposal of electronic data and manual filing
systems. Manually processed data that is not part
of a filing system, on the other hand, is not subject
to any data protection and, in particular, is not
the subject of any data disposal security
requirements resulting from data protection laws.

So-called crime-related data38 enjoys an overall level of
protection under the Austrian DPA that is close to that
of sensitive data. Such data should therefore generally
be disposed of using the same process employed for sensitive data (i.e., degaussing, physical destruction, or
multi-pass overwriting in the case of electronic data, or
shredding or burning in the case of ﬁling systems). To
dispose of crime-related data (that is part of a manual
ﬁling system) in a dumpster is therefore impermissible,
irrespective of whether such dumpster is accessible from
the street.
In the case of any other types of personal data, the
simple deletion of the data ﬁles or a quick formatting of
the hard drive could be sufﬁcient if the risk presented is
low. However, if there is any doubt, the data should be
overwritten at least once (or a normal formatting of the
data carrier should be performed which also results in
the overwriting of all storage areas). As regards manual
ﬁling systems, a simple disposal in a dumpster may be
sufﬁcient in low-risk scenarios. If there is any doubt, it
should be made sure that the dumpster is not publicly
accessible.
In summary, Austrian data protection law requires the
implementation of risk-based security measures for the
disposal of electronic data and manual ﬁling systems.
Manually processed data that is not part of a ﬁling system, on the other hand, is not subject to any data protection and, in particular, is not the subject of any data
disposal security requirements resulting from data protection laws.

Rules of Professional Conduct and Sector-Specific
Data Disposal Requirements
The protection deﬁcit concerning manually processed
data resulting from the limited material scope of application of Austrian data protection law is partly compensated by 1) rules of professional conduct of regulated
professions and 2) sector-speciﬁc requirements.
In particular from the professional secrecy obligations of
physicians,39 tax advisors and chartered accountants,40
notaries,41 and attorneys,42 it is possible to derive an
obligation to prevent any third parties from gaining
knowledge of any of the information subject to professional secrecy. In contrast to the obligations under data
Bloomberg BNA
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protection law, this applies irrespective of whether electronic data, manual ﬁling systems, or other manually
processed data is concerned. In order to comply with
these professional regulatory requirements, it is necessary to provide a particularly high level of security for
the data disposal process. Therefore, in effect, the same
level of security will have to be implemented as for sensitive data under § 14 Austrian DPA (as discussed
above).
The protection of bank secrecy (§ 38 Austrian Banking
Act43 ) and telecommunications secrecy (§ 93 Austrian
Telecommunications Act 200344 ) also requires similarly
strict data disposal security measures. These requirements, too, apply irrespective of whether electronic
data, manual ﬁling systems, or other manually processed
data is concerned.

Data Disposal Requirements under German
Law
Data Protection Law
With regard to the processing of personal data by private
bodies,45 the material scope of the German Federal
Data Protection Act46 (hereinafter ‘‘German FDPA’’)
generally covers the protection of personal data that is
1) processed or used in data processing systems (or collected for such systems) and 2) processed or used in or
from non-automated ﬁling systems (or collected for
such systems), unless the data are collected, processed
or used solely for personal or domestic activities (§ 1(2)
German FDPA).
Similar to the situation under Austrian law, manually
processed data that is either 1) not structured or 2) not
accessible according to at least one speciﬁc criterion is
therefore not covered by the German FDPA. However, it
should be noted that the German data protection authorities tend to apply a fairly low threshold for data being structured and accessible to speciﬁc criteria.
In addition, with regard to the collection, processing or
use of personal employee data, the material scope of the
German FDPA is broadened, and also covers the collection, processing and use of such data without the help
of automated processing systems, or in or from a nonautomated ﬁling system (§ 32(2) German FDPA).47
Thus, an interim ﬁnding under German law is that the
disposal of individual paper ﬁles or paper documents
from such ﬁles is, in any case, subject to German data
protection law if it relates to personal employee data,
and is often subject to German data protection law if it
relates to personal data other than personal employee
data.
The mandatory data disposal security measures that apply to all types of personal data subject to the German
FDPA are similar to the ones applicable in Austria.
§ 9 German FDPA requires the implementation of technical and organizational measures to ensure the implementation of the provisions of the German FDPA. This
includes, inter alia, measures to 1) prevent unauthorized
persons from gaining access to data processing systems
03/15

for processing or using personal data;48 2) prevent data
processing systems from being used without authorization;49 3) ensure that personal data cannot be read,
copied, altered or removed without authorization during processing, use and after recording;50 and 4) ensure
that personal data cannot be read, copied, altered or removed without authorization during electronic transfer
or transport or while being recorded onto data storage
media. This makes clear that, at least for electronically
processed data, measures to secure the data disposal
process are generally mandatory.
Pursuant to § 9 German FDPA, the respective measures
are necessary only if the effort required is in reasonable
proportion to the desired purpose of protection. In particular, the measures shall be suited to the type of personal data or categories of data to be protected.51
As under Austrian law, a risk-based approach must be
taken to determine the speciﬁc measures to be implemented in a given scenario. The more sensitive the relevant data and the higher the number of affected data
subjects, the higher the requirements to secure the data
disposal process. With regard to the different means to
dispose of personal data, the German data protection
authorities refer to certain security standards as deﬁned
in Deutsches Institut für Normung (‘‘DIN’’) (German
Institute for Standardization) standards52 that deﬁne
the condition, form and size of the material after disposal.
In summary, German data protection law requires the
implementation of risk-based security measures for the
disposal of personal data. Only in exceptional cases,
manually processed data that is 1) not structured or 2)
not accessible according to at least one speciﬁc criterion
is — to the extent it is not personal employee data —
not subject to any data protection and, in particular, not
the subject of any data disposal security requirements
under data protection law.

Rules of Professional Conduct and Sector-Specific
Data Disposal Requirements
In addition to the protection under German data protection law, additional disposal security requirements
can be derived from 1) rules of professional conduct of
regulated professions and 2) sector-speciﬁc requirements. Similar to Austrian law, such obligations can be
derived in particular from professional secrecy obligations of physicians, professional psychologists, attorneys,
notaries, public accountants, members of health, accident or life insurance companies and tax consultants
(§ 203(1) German Criminal Code) containing an obligation to prevent any third parties from gaining knowledge of any of the information subject to professional secrecy.
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German data protection law requires the
implementation of risk-based security measures for
the disposal of personal data. Only in exceptional
cases, manually processed data that is 1) not
structured or 2) not accessible according to at least
one specific criterion is — to the extent it is not
personal employee data — not subject to any data
protection and, in particular, not the subject of
any data disposal security requirements under data
protection law.

In contrast to the obligations under data protection law,
the respective obligations apply irrespective of whether
electronic data, manual ﬁling systems, or other manually
processed data is concerned. In order to comply with
these professional regulatory requirements, it is necessary to provide a particularly high level of security for
the data disposal process. In most cases, a disposal
should at least comply with level 4 of the security standards set out in DIN 32 757 (01/1995) and DIN 33 858
(04/1993).
The protection of bank secrecy and telecommunications
secrecy (§ 88 German Telecommunications Act) also requires similarly strict data disposal security measures.
These requirements, too, apply irrespective of whether
electronic data, manual ﬁling systems, or other manually
processed data is concerned.

A Comparative Analysis of U.S. Law
Data disposal requirements that expressly mandate certain security measures when disposing of data exist under U.S. federal law as well as U.S. state law.
On the federal level, the Federal Trade Commission
(‘‘FTC’’), the Securities and Exchange Commission
(‘‘SEC’’), the federal banking agencies53 as well as the
National Credit Union Administration (‘‘NCUA’’) have
issued regulations on the basis of § 628 of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act54 requiring, respectively, the
implementation of ‘‘reasonable measures’’ to protect
‘‘consumer reports’’55 against unauthorized access or
use in connection with their disposal.56
Additionally, 32 of the 50 states have adopted data disposal laws57 with different scopes of application. For example, California adopted Assembly Bill 224658 as early
as 2000, requiring the implementation of reasonable
steps to dispose, or arrange for the disposal, of customer59 records containing broadly deﬁned ‘‘personal
information’’60 by 1) shredding, 2) erasing, or 3) otherwise modifying the personal information in those records to make it unreadable or undecipherable through
any means.61
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The data disposal law in the State of New York, on the
other hand, in effect applies only to personal information which, if compromised, would result in a risk of
‘‘identity theft’’ (also and more ﬁttingly described as
‘‘impersonation fraud’’62 ): any information in combination with: 1) a Social Security number; 2) driver’s license
number or non-driver identiﬁcation card number; or 3)
mother’s maiden name, a number or code for a ﬁnancial service, savings account, checking account, debit
card, ATM, or an electronic serial number or personal
identiﬁcation number.63 The disposal of any other personal data therefore does not require any security measures under New York state law.
U.S. law is therefore characterized by a sector-speciﬁc
regulatory approach on the federal level and rather inhomogeneous legislation at the state level. However, the
data disposal requirements under U.S. federal and state
law have in common that they generally apply irrespective of whether electronic or manually processed data
are concerned.64 The above-described requirements
under U.S. law therefore apply in particular if the data
to be disposed of is manually processed data that is not
part of a ‘‘ﬁling system’’ (as deﬁned under Article 2(c)
EU DPD or § 4(6) Austrian DPA).

Summary
Austrian data protection law requires the implementation of risk-adequate security measures when disposing
of personal data. However, given that Austrian data protection law does not apply to manually processed data
that is not part of a ‘‘ﬁling system’’ — such as individual
paper ﬁles — there is a signiﬁcant protection deﬁcit,
which is compensated only partly by rules of professional conduct for regulated professions and sectorspeciﬁc regulations.
In distinction from Austrian data protection law, the
scope of application of German data protection law is
signiﬁcantly broader. Consequently, the protection deﬁcit that exists under German data protection law is signiﬁcantly smaller than that under Austrian data protection law, and is, in most cases, compensated by rules of
professional conduct and sector-speciﬁc regulations.
A comparison with the legal situation in the U.S. makes
clear that extending data disposal security requirements
to cover all manually processed data is, indeed, practical
and, in light of the risks for the privacy of individuals,
more than appropriate.
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